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S i l e n t V o i c e s Silent voices Nancy Slover keep my mind from wandering into eternity and from realizing the sharpness of the knife. Unfelt hands hold me back from the crossing of life to death and from realizing the power of love. For reality has become nothing but a deep darkness of loneliness in which I must live until the abstraction of death brings me back to you. 
Honorable Mention Poetry 
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That maddening time when howling wolves yelp and whine 
Around in circles outside of my room 
In darkness— 
That tearing time when dogs run mad 
Through the woods baying at shadows 
And crunching leaves . . . 
Leaves me cold, cold, cold. 
The fire goes out at ten degrees— 
I must find kindling and dry logs. 
Untitled 
Elaine Holland 
Ceramics 
24 
The ice storm comes 
Playing the wires of my window screen 
Like a guitarist plays a guitar 
Plucking at the strings. 
The melody is always the same. 
The sound of the night in winter is like nothing else. 
Even the sounds are cold. 
In the distance a train passes—rumbling-
Cold wheels on cold steel trucks—uphill— 
As if fighting the night and winter. 
Closer and closer, louder and louder until it seems to go through 
And, rending me in two. 
Leaves downhill into the valley 
With the sound of a thousand trains and a thousand winter nights 
If I could urge spring along, 
I'd push with both hands 
Until the winter went 
Tumbling off the cliff. 
I'd push the green through the earth 
And wash the gray away. 
But I cannot. 
Perpetual thaws 
And slush 
In between cold 
And warm--
Somewhere in the no-man's land 
Of the circle 
Where 1 am. 
And from the look of things 
Where I will stay. 
Forget the poetry and love songs. 
Throw down your pen. 
And sing the song of Death. 
The comforter is dampness. 
The controller of the dark 
Will break the harp 
And blunt your pen, 
Dance his dance 
And end. 
Bolero is the king of d a n c e -
In circle upon circle, higher and higher 
Until he comes to the end. 
Then transforms. 
Continues 
Forever in space. 
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